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As a client at Anti-Aging Centers of Connecticut since 2004, I wanted to to tell you a 

little bit about my AAC Family. Anti-Aging Centers is Connecticut’s premier provider 

for laser hair removal, cosmetic skin rejuvenation and esthetics. Since its founding by 

husband and wife team Leon and Barbara Prete almost twenty years ago, AAC has 

been committed to offering the latest services and top technology in hair removal, 

cosmetic skin rejuvenation, body sculpting and esthetics on the market today.

AAC began in 1998 as a fresh start after the miraculous recovery of the Pretes’ oldest 

son after a life-threatening illness. Its humble beginnings as “Face & Body” offered 

esthetic services and therapeutic massage, and though AAC has evolved in the scope 

and breadth of services it offers, it has remained committed to what Leon and Barbara 

have always felt was its founding principle – and is something I can personally attest 

to: that family is the most important thing.

The AAC staff is extremely close and is committed to both each other and to making 

Anti-Aging Centers a success on all fronts. AAC is also extremely focused on creating 

a warm and positive atmosphere in which clients feel like family as well. It is not 

uncommon to see Leon or Barbara personally greeting clients in the waiting room, 

and AAC truly values every relationship they have developed with their clients over the 

years.

Upfront, fair pricing, discount packages, always-complimentary consultations, and 

personalized attention awaits you at Anti-Aging Centers of Connecticut. You’ll get a 

customized treatment plan to get the results you want. AAC is committed to quality 

services and developing a long-term relationship with you as part of their family.

So give them a call – I know they can’t wait to meet you!

Chava Light

Client & Part of the AAC Family
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POLICIES
All promotional services are final sale and non-refundable but are exchangeable for 
credit towards any other service or product, and transferable to another client before 
the start of treatment. Full price services are refundable within 30 days.

PRODUCT RETURNS

All product purchases are refundable within 30 days as long as the package is still 
sealed and unopened. Once seal is broken/package is opened the product cannot be 
returned.

CANCELLATION 

AAC understands that there are times when you must miss an appointment due to 
emergencies or obligations for work or family. However, when you do not call to cancel 
an appointment, you may be preventing another client from getting their much needed 
treatment. Conversely, the situation may arise where another client fails to cancel and 
we are unable to schedule you a visit, due to a seemly “full”  appointment book! If an 
appointment is not cancelled at least 24 hours in advance you will be charged a $25 
fee, using your credit card number on file. 

GRATUITY

Gratuity is appreciated. Not covered by vouchers or promotions.

CONSULTATIONS

All consultations for all our services are complimentary and are available 3 days a  
week by our Client Care Coordinators.  
West Haven Office - Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.  
Fairfield Office - Monday, Thursday, and Saturday.

HAIR REMOVAL PROMOTION POLICIES

NEW CLIENTS
GROUPON RULES 

Applies to new clients only at introductory pricing and cannot be purchased again once 
an existing client. New clients can purchase one voucher on Groupon per size area 
(small, medium or large) for a maximum of 3 vouchers total. Appointment required. Once 
voucher is purchased, the voucher package of 3 must be applied to one treatment area, 
and cannot be moved from the area.

EXISTING CLIENTS
PROMOTIONAL PRICING RULES   

Applies to existing clients only as existing clients are no longer eligible for Groupon 
vouchers. Our promotional pricing is the lowest pricing we offer at AAC. Promotional 
pricing packages purchased are final sale and non-refundable and can be transferred 
to another client and are exchangeable for any other product or service. Whenever 
AAC runs a promotion, existing clients can purchase two vouchers per size area (small, 
medium or large) for a maximum of 6 vouchers total. Appointment required. Once 
voucher is purchased, the voucher package of 3 must be applied to one treatment area, 
and cannot be moved from the area. Offered 3-4 times a year. No expirations once 
purchased! 

OUT OF VOUCHER PACKAGE PRICING   

This is pricing for a single treatment, applied when no more treatments are left on a 
voucher package.
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LASER HAIR REMOVAL  
The permanent hair reduction and removal performed by focusing laser light energy 
at the skin and targeting pigment at the root of the hair follicle. At Anti-Aging Centers 
we have multiple lasers to best address our clients’ skin types and hair removal needs. 
We run promotions 3-4 times a year for discounted treatments and always offer 
complimentary consultations and test patches. 

CANDELA ALEXANDRITE GENTLELASE is used for permanent hair reduction and 

hair emoval performed by focusing laser light energy at the skin and targeting pigment. 

CANDELA GENTLEYAG effectively treats all skin types and is often used for safer 

hair removal results in more pigmented clients. It also offers some unmatched treatment 

capabilities in vein treatment and wrinkle reduction.

The hair removal treatments are broken into small, medium, and large areas as follows:

            1-4         5-8                      9+ 

ABS, TRAIL

AREOLA/NIPPLE

BIKINI LINE 

CHEEKS

CHEST, CENTER LINE

CHIN

CHIN EXTENSION

EARS

FEET

FOREHEAD

GLABELLA

LIP, UPPER

NECK, BACK/FRONT

NOSE

SIDEBURNS

THIGH, INNER

TOES

UNDERARMS

T-SHIRT SLEEVE (MALE)

$150 $125 $45

$95 $95 $45

$295 $225 $75

$195 $150 $50

$195 $150 $50

$95 $95 $45

$125 $110 $50

$95 $95 $45

$195 $150 $50

$95 $95 $45

$95 $95 $45

$95 $95 $45

$195 $150 $50

$95  $95 $45

$195 $150 $50

$295 $225 $75

$125 $100 $50

$195 $150 $50

$195 $150 $50

SMALL AREAS APPROX. 15 MINS

PRICE PER SESSION

            1-4         5-8                      9+ 

ABS, FULL

ARMS, FOREARMS

ARMS, UPPER

BACK, HALF

BEARD, FULL

BIKINI, EXTENDED

BRAZILIAN BIKINI

FULL FACE (FEMALE)  
FLANKS

HALF FACE

MANZILIAN

SACRUM  

SCALP

SHOULDERS 

$395 $295 $95

$295 $225 $75

$295 $225 $75

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

$295 $225 $75

$495 $375 $125

$295 $225 $75

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

ARMS, FULL (FEMALE)

ARMS, FULL (MALE)

CHEST & ABS

BACK, FULL

GLUTEALS

LEG, LOWER

LEG, UPPER

$395 $295 $95

$495 $375 $125

$695 $525 $195

$695 $525 $195

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

$395 $295 $95

MEDIUM AREAS APPROX. 30 MINS

PRICE PER SESSION

            1-4         5-8                      9+ 
LARGE AREAS APPROX. 30-60 MINS

PRICE PER SESSION
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AGE SPOTS, BROWN SPOTS & REDNESS

ELLIPSE MULTIFLEX IPL & ELOS SRA IPL   

IPL is the most common way to treat Pigmented Lesions (brown spots), Rosacea and/
or dilated capillaries (vessels). The light heats and absorbs blood, destroys the wall of 
the vessel, and lifts the melanin to the surface of the skin and sloughs off. The Elos SRA 
IPL combines bi-polar radio frequency and light energies of the elos technology. Read 
more about the ELOS technology on our website.

FOR ACTIVE ACNE AND ACNE SCARS 

SMOOTHBEAM

Smoothbeam is a safe FDA approved acne treatment using laser to target overactive 
sebaceous glands in your skin - the root cause of acne. the heating of the sebaceous 
glands create a mild thermal injury that changes the activity and function of the glands. 
Shortly after first treatment you will see a reduction in the number of acne lesions on 
your skin. These lesions do not reappear for as long as 6 months. A minimum of 3-6 
treatments, 1-4 weeks apart is recommended with a regimen of skin care products.

SKIN CONTOURING 

EMATRIX E2 SUBLIME  *NEW*

Sublime is a safe and gentle skin contouring treatment that combines energies to 
precisely heat the dermal tissue and stimulate production of collagen within the target 
treatment area using infrared light in combination with bi-polar radio frequency. Fine 
wrinkles are reduced, facial contours improved and overall skin quality reveals a much 
smoother, more even complexion. Sublime is safe and effective on all skin types and 
involves no downtime. Great in combination with other treatments for maximum results. 
See AAC packages for details ! All Consultations complimentary.

IPL, SMOOTHBEAM & SUBLIME PRICING

MED SPA TREATMENTS

ABDOMEN   $395

ARMS, FULL   $395

ARMS, HALF FOREARMS $295

BACK, UPPER   $495

 

CHEST    $495

EYE AREA   $150

FACE, FULL WITH NECK $395

FACE, FULL   $295

Call for your complimentary consultation today and see our website for more information 

visit AACofct.com

FINE LINES, WRINKLES, ACNE SCARS & STRETCH MARKS

ELOS SUBLATIVE RADIO FREQUENCY 

Sublative restores a youthful glow and smooths skin texture without the pain or 
downtime associated with more invasive treatments, effectively targeting the skin’s 
imperfections while offering the following advantages: effective treatment for wrinkles 
and acne scars; treatments in less than an hour; minimal downtime; affordable; safe  
and effective on all skin types. 

LARGE AREA      $595      MEDIUM AREA     $395 SMALL AREA   $295

LARGE Full face (no/neck)   MEDIUM Half face, neck only   SMALL Eye area, nasolabial fold, cheeks

STRETCH MARKS: call for customized pricing.

SUN SPOTS AND SKIN TAGS

CRYO CLEAR PEN 

You’ll be amazed at the reduction in treatment time and drastically improved results. 
CryoClear® freezes at – 79° C to a depth that freezes only the epidermal layer, delivering 
a very safe and clinically effective treatment. CryoClear’s high efcacy – over 95% – 
combined with less destruction of healthy tissue makes it perfect for treating age spots, 
sun spots and skin tags.Whether used as a stand-alone treatment, or in addition to 
a chemical peel; cvs lift treatment to treat stubborn dark spots; or a hand treatment, 

CryoClear offers a better, faster cryotherapy solution.

1 SPOT $50     6 SPOTS $250

DILATED CAPILLARIES AND CHERRY HEMANGIOMAS 

LEG & FACIAL VESSEL TREATMENT 

The Nd Yag laser creates a beam of high-intensity light that penetrates deep into skin 
tissue where it delivers a controlled amount of therapeutic heat to the targeted blood 
vessels. Blood flow to the unwanted vessel is disrupted and the vessel shuts down.  
May require 2-3 treatments, 8-12 weeks apart.

15 MINUTES  $150      30 MINUTES  $295

Call for your complimentary consultation today and see our website for more information 

visit AACofct.com
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TWO REVOLUTIONARY TREATMENTS, ONE COMPLETE SKIN 
REJUVENATION RESULT.  CHOOSE BETWEEN TWO GREAT 
TREATMENT COMBINATIONS, THE DUO OR THE TRIO!

THE DUO - SUBLIME & SUBLATIVE 

Sublime™ uses the elos™ combination of safe and effective levels of infrared light 
and bi-polar radio frequency energies to remodel the deep dermal layer of the skin by 
stimulating new collagen growth. At the same time, Syneron’s revolutionary Sublative™ 
fractionated bi-polar radio frequency technology places heat energy in the upper layers 
of the dermis allowing for a signifi cant increase in collagen and elastin production for 
a brighter and smoother complexion. This Sublative breakthrough technology offers a 
high dermal impact with low epidermal disruption. Together, these two applications are 
taking skin rejuvenation treatments a step further.

Sublime and Sublative RF In combination the technician is able to effect different depths 
of the skin for better results and this can be done in the same treatment day!

•  On average, treatment series requires a minimum of 3 sessions, spaced 4-6 weeks apart.
•  The total number of required treatment sessions depends on your skin’s condition.
•  Post treatment, new collagen and healthy skin cells are produced.
•  Mild to moderate wrinkles and superfi cial imperfections are corrected.

THE TRIO - SUBLIME, SUBLATIVE & MICRONEEDLING 

The trio combines the Sublime, Sublative technology with Microneedling for the most 
incredible results. See page 12 for more information on Microneedling. 

These packages are customizable to the size of the area & body part. Price will be given 

during your free consultation and a full treatment plan.

SKIN REJUVENATION TREATMENT PACKAGES *NEW*

Call for your complimentary consultation today and see our website for more information 

visit AACofct.com

SMOOTHES, EXFOLIATES, & REMOVES VELLUS HAIR (PEACH FUZZ)

DERMAPLANING WITH PEEL

Dermaplaning will gently exfoliate and eliminate surface layers of dead skin cells and 
unwanted vellus hair(peachfuzz) and will prime skin for our professional peel: included, 
a Professional ADVANCED CORRECTIVE PEEL (immediately unveils smoother, more 
vibrant, and younger-looking skin) Formulated with an exclusive blend of clinical-
grade acids. Advanced Corrective Peel dramatically diminishes the appearance of 
discoloration, while smoothing texture and renewing the appearance of pores, to restore 
a brighter, more clarifi ed skin tone. For optimal results, a series of 4-6 treatments every 4 
weeks is recommended.

$145

CROWS FEET, L INES AND WRINKLES, LONGER LASHES

FILLERS & INJECTABLES

Anti-Aging Centers offers only the best when it comes to injectables. Administered by 
Alicia Burr, our Nurse Practitioner, and Arielle Prete our Registered Nurse, you are in 
good hands. For pricing and consult, please call the nurses directly:* Alicia Burr, APRN 
(203) 668-9885 or Arielle Prete, RN (203) 209-2080.

BOTOX For moderate to severe frown lines & crows feet.

JUVÉDERM VOLUMA™ XC The fi rst and only FDA-approved fi ller to correct age-related 
volume loss in the mid face and designed to smooth aging lines and add volume in the cheek area.

JUVÉDERM® XC Instantly smooths lines including parentheses, marionette, vertical lip, 
and corner lines.

JUVÉDERM® VOLBELLA tailored to add subtle volume to the lips and smooth the 
appearance of vertical lip lines.

JUVÉDERM® VOLLURE for the correction of moderate to severe wrinkles and folds

LATISSE The fi rst and only FDA-approved treatment for inadequate lashes.

KYBELLA Approved by the FDA to treat excess fat below the chin (double chin).

*All payments made directly to Alicia and Arielle and not transferable to AAC.

Call for your complimentary consultation today and see our website for more information 

visit AACofct.com
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MICRONEEDLING

FINE LINES & WRINKLES, PREMATURE SKIN AGING, SKIN 
TONE/TEXTURE & TIGHTENING, SCARS, STRETCHMARKS, 
HYPERPIGMENTATION, AGE SPOTS, ROSACEA, LARGE PORES

Microneedling is a skin rejuvenation treatment that naturally helps trigger collagen 
and elastin synthesis within the skin with maximum results and minimum down-
time. The registered nurse uses this technique working to create microscopic 
channels (invisible wounds up to 2mm in depth) in the skin while still keeping the 
skin intact. This process actively produces growth factors which induce collagen 
producing cells known as fibroblasts to produce fresh new collagen and elastin 
which are essential in keeping the skin elastic and resilient - thus firmer, wrinkle-free 
and glowing.

MICRONEEDLING WITH BIOLOGIQUE COCKTAIL ACTIFS SERUM

The creation of the micro-wounds during the microneedling treatment allows topical 
products to penetrate much deeper into the skin than they normally would. Bi-
ologique’s Cocktail Actifs hyaluronic acid, peptides and 47 minerals & vitamins have 
the added benefit of better absorption into the skin. This increases the skin’s ability 
to utilize the nutrients by up to 3,000 percent!  

FULL FACE $445  SERIES OF 4 (SAVE $200) $1600 

SCALP (HAIR RESTORATION) $550  SERIES OF 4 (SAVE $220) $1980

MICRONEEDLING & INJECTING FOR SKIN REJUVENATION WITH PRP

Platelet Rich Plasma is a natural product produced from your own body. Through 
a simple blood draw, a little amount of blood is drawn from an individual into a 
sterile tube. Using a unique centrifuge machine, the blood is spun down in order to 
take out and concentrate the stem cells, growth factors and platelets that are very 
important for tissue healing This little amount of blood with a high concentration 
of platelets and growth factors is referred to as Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP). PRP 
is best known for its wonderful act of skin rejuvenation. When PRP is injected into 
particular parts of the skin, its high platelet concentration functions as a matrix 
that stimulates the growth of new collagen, revitalizes skin tissue and hence leads 
to naturally smooth and firm skin. As a result, PRP treatment gets rid of wrinkles, 
stretchmarks and much more. This creates a smoother skin feel and tone.

The micro-needling causes micro injuries, which creates inflammation and increases 
blood flow to the injured area. This combination of injecting and micro-needling 
with the growth factors in the PRP, further enhances the results.

This treatment is finished off with a Valmont Collagen mask (patent medical grade 
collagen used to heal burn victims) which heals & hydrates the skin and helps 
with inflammation and redness. Prior to injecting PRP, a topical anesthesia can be 
used around the area to make the process as painless as possible. Treatments 
are scheduled about 1-2 months apart and 3- 4 treatments are recommended 
with follow up treatments at 6 months to 1 year apart. The treatments must be 
continued periodically to maintain improvement.

90 MINUTES  $649      SERIES OF 4 (SAVE $200)  $2596

Recommended in a series of 4 treatments, 4-6 weeks apart for best results. Customizable 

areas for stretchmarks, body tone & texture.

STIMULATION OF HAIR GROWTH IN HAIR LOSS

MICRONEEDLING & INJECTING FOR HAIR RESTORATION WITH PRP

Platelet Rich Plasma therapy is a proactive therapeutic option for male and female 
patients experiencing hair loss PRP can be injected into the balding scalp to 
potentially stimulate thin (miniaturized) hair to grow into thicker (terminal) hairs. 
Patients with thinning, but not totally bald, areas would be the best candidates. 
Platelet rich plasma is obtained from the patient’s own blood- it is considered 
‘autologous’= from the patient (just like fat transfer is considered autologous as 
we use the patient’s own fat). Blood is centrifuged which separates it into layers; 
red blood cells, white blood cells, platelets and plasma. PRP is separated from the 
other components and carefully injected into the treatment areas- thinning hair on 
the scalp or into the face to rejuvenate the skin (has been referenced as the vampire 
facial). The platelets are activated during the injection process.

During the procedure, the registered nurse does micro-needling of the scalp to 
further improve the results. The micro-needling causes micro injuries to the scalp, 
which creates inflammation and increases blood flow to the hair follicles. This 
combined with the growth factors in the PRP, further enhances the results.Prior 
to injecting PRP, a topical anesthesia can be used around the area to make the 
process as painless as possible. Treatments are scheduled about 1-2 months apart 
and 3- 4 treatments are recommended with follow up treatments at 6 months to 
1 year apart. Some improvement (in reversing miniaturization) can be expected in 
the first 2-3 months. The treatments must be continued periodically to maintain any 
improvement.

60-90 MINUTES  $649     
SERIES OF 4 (SAVE $200)  $2596    SERIES OF 6 (SAVE $600)  $3294

 
Call for your complimentary consultation today and see our website for more information 

visit AACofct.com
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CANDELA VELASHAPE III

VelaShape III is a non-invasive body contouring treatment for circumferential and cellulite 
reduction. VelaShape III combines infrared light, bi-polar radio frequency energy and 
vacuum, which cause deep heating of the fat cells, their surrounding connective tissue 
and the underlying dermal and collagen fibers. 

This stimulates the growth of new and better collagen and elastin, resulting in localized 
reduction in skin laxity, body volume, and an overall improvement in skin structure and 
texture. VelaShape III cellulite treatment areas could be on the neck (under chin), arms, 
thighs, buttons, flank and abdomen. Most patients see gradual and cumulative results 
throughout the treatment regime.

TREAT YOURSELF TO A SMOOTHER, SEXIER FIGURE!   

VelaShape III is a non-invasive body contouring treatment for circumferential and 
cellulite reduction. (The VelaShape III system is FDA-cleared for temporary reduction 
in the appearance of cellulite and temporary reduction of thigh and abdominal 
circumferences.)

WHAT IS VELASHAPE?  

VelaShape III is a non-invasive body contouring treatment for circumferential and  
cellulite reduction. VelaShape III enables you to safely achieve a toned, contoured, 
and well-shaped body in typically 3 treatment sessions (single treatment protocol also 
available); making you look and feel more youthful. VelaShape III provides dramatic 
results without downtime or significant discomfort.

THE TECHNOLOGY  

VelaShape III technology combines infrared light, bi-polar radio frequency energy and 
vacuum, which cause deep heating of the fat cells, their surrounding connective tissue 
and the underlying dermal and collagen fibers. This type of efficient heating and vacuum 
stimulates the growth of new and better collagen and elastin which results in localized 
reduction in skin laxity, body volume, and an overall improvement in skin structure and 
texture.

Call for your complimentary consultation today and see our website for more information 

visit AACofct.com

IS VELASHAPE I I I  TREATMENT RIGHT FOR ME?

VelaShape III is not a weight loss treatment. VelaShape III III uses a combination of 
treatments to contour your body, reducing the trouble spots that diet and exercise can’t 
reach. The ideal VelaShape III patient is someone with a BMI (Body Mass Index) of less
than 30, who falls under the Nurmburger-Muller Cellulite Classification Stage 1 and 2. 
Ask your technician to see if you’re a candidate for VelaShape III treatments.

WHICH AREAS CAN BE TREATED WITH VELASHAPE I I I?  

Cellulite treatment areas could be on the neck (under chin), arms, thighs, buttons, 
flank and abdomen. Most patients see gradual and cumulative results throughout the 
treatment regime. VelaShape III is not a weight loss treatment.

HOW LONG DO RESULTS LAST?

Since VelaShape III only shrinks and does not destroy fat cells, a balanced diet is the 
only way to ensure lasting results. Those who take in more calories than they burn will 
see their improvement start to decrease over time. According to VelaShape III reviews, 
the clients who have gotten the procedure for cellulite reduction have seen results, but 
those results have only lasted up to a few months without maintenance treatments.

30 MINUTES Stomach/Back of Arms/Love Handles $550

30 MINUTES Upper Legs/Sides of Upper Legs/Back of Upper Legs/Flanks/Hips/Buttocks $600

Call for your complimentary consultation today and see our website for more information 

visit AACofct.com

BODY CONTOURING
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BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE
Biologique Recherche is a French biological skincare line with over 30 years of 
experience in developing powerful products that restore and protect the skin. The 
unique formulas are rich in botanical, marine, biotechnological extracts.  

SKINCARE, FACE & BODY

BIOLOGIQUE FACE 
EVERY FACE TREATMENT STARTS WITH BIOLOGIQUE SKIN INSTANT® LAB 

This is done before your treatment to determine the best course of custom treatments 
for your specific needs. The Skin Instant Lab gives you a complete skin analysis using 
specialized probes and customized software to give you the most accurate results.  
See website for more details or ask skin therapist for full brochure. 

30 MINUTES  $95 

DETOXIFIES, BRIGHTENS & PURIFIES 
BIOLOGIQUE DEEP CLEANSING VIVANT

Detoxify, refine and brighten with Biologique Recherche’s exclusive techniques and 
products based on skin types. This treatment will clear clogged pores, remove dead skin 
cells and stimulate cellular renewal.

60 MINUTES $150 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

EXFOLIATES, HYDRATES & LIFTS
BIOLOGIQUE LIFT CVS  

Magic hands manually work crystals and customized serums into your skin—to smooth 
lines, polish skin’s surface and stimulate cell renewal and regeneration.  
The results are glowing: restored luster and clarified skin.

60 MINUTES $150 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

RE-PLUMPING, RELIPIDATING & UNIFYING
BIOLOGIQUE MASK EXFOLIANT P50 VISAGE 

This treatment reconditions the surface of the skin while unifying and brightening your 
complexion through exfoliating, moisturizing and re-plumping agents. This treatment 
restores the skin’s elasticity, reduces uneven skin pigmentation, helps prevent premature 
aging. Leaving your skin smooth and glowing.

75 MINUTES $155 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

 
FIRMS, TONES & RESTORES
BIOLOGIQUE MASQUE FEERIE

This intensive treatment firms, tones and revitalizes the overall appearance of your skin. 
Intensive serums and marine collagen smooth and tighten while reducing fine lines and 
redefining facial contour. Ideal for thick skin with open pores or skin that lacks firmness. 
This medical-grade collagen mask functions as a “biological face lift” that firms, tones 
and restores suppleness to your skin.

60 MINUTES $150 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)
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EXFOLIATING, REGENERATING & BRIGHTENING
BIOLOGIQUE MASQUE AUX ACID DE’ FRUITS 

This unique fruit acid peel includes natural moisturizing factors which reduce  
the irritations sometimes caused by acid products, leaving you with no peeling or  
downtime! Exfoliating, regenerating and lightening agents act to purify the skin and  
help to minimize the appearance of surface imperfections, smoothing wrinkles and  
fine lines and enhancing skin regeneration. Leaves your skin feeling smoother,  
softer, finer and radiant! 

60 MINUTES $150 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

SENSITIVE & DEHYDRATED SKIN
BIOLOGIQUE SOIN LISSANT

Designed to regenerate the skin, this treatment combines cleansing and gentle 
exfoliation with a sculpting massage. Your skin is refined, visibly rejuvenated and your 
oval facial contour redefined. An hour’s pampering leaves you radiant and rejuvenated. 
This treatment is especially recommended for delicate skin.

60 MINUTES $150 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

TIGHTENS PORES, FIRMS, TONES & STRENGTHENS THE SKIN
BIOLOGIQUE TRIPLE LIFT TREATMENT                               

An exceptional re-sculpting treatment combining 2 conditioning boosters Soin Lissant 
Face treatment & Lift CVS Face treatment with the use of Remodeling Face machine. A 
complete treatment to redefine and plump facial volumes.

•  Smooth appearance of fine lines and wrinkles and refines the skins texture
•  Softens, calms and unifies the complexion
•  A complete treatment with outstanding results for intense restructuring of the face, 
•  Accelerates epidermal reconstruction
•  Helps to stimulate the epidermis natural defense system thus maintain the skin’s youth

120 MINUTES $260 
Not included for $65 add on in combination with other face treatments

OXYGENATES, BRIGHTENS & HYDRATES
BIOLOGIQUE VIP 02 OXYGENATING

This luxurious and balancing treatment is a perfect combination of micro-exfoliating, 
oxygenating and bio- energy massages using intensive biological serums from France. 
The top layers of your skin will be hydrated and genuine luster will be restored, leaving 
you brightened, refreshed and radiant!

60 MINUTES $150 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

MATURE, DEVITALIZED SKIN INSTANT
BIOLOGIQUE CRYO 3R TREATMENT 

This treatment uses Cryo sticks – stainless steel Cryo sticks that are gel-filled and 
well-chilled in low temperatures, ergonomically made to sculpt the contours of the face. 
Use in this treatment helps with inflammation and lymphatic drainage and also aids in 
contracting the muscles and creating firmer skin (workout for the face). It also helps to 
stimulate micro-circulation. Cryo sticks are also available for purchase, to be used daily 
for tighter, brighter, healthier skin. 

•  Skin is exfoliated, drained, moisturized and reconditioned (includes Soin Lissant treatment)
•  Boosts exfoliation, promotes cell turnover, stimulates drainage
•  Facial contours are redrawn, skin is defined
•  Skin Looks plumped and youthful
•  Lifting effect guaranteed

To maximize results, 7-10 days before starting CRYO 3R treatment, prep with an 
exfoliation face treatment first (Masque Exfoliant P50 Visage, Lift CVS or Masque aux 
Acides de Fruits, and further maximize by adding Remodeling Face machine.
 

90 MINUTES $200 
30 MINUTE Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)
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ENERGIZES TIRED SKIN, TONES, HELPS PREVENT AGE SPOTS
BIOLOGIQUE BIOVECTEUR MARIN TREATMENT     

The treatment features Algae Seaweed extract to accelerate and enhance the effects 
of the Oligo-marine elements and the minerals. Deep wrinkles are smoothed, the facial 
contour is firmer and the skin is rejuvenated and toned. Excellent for younger skin and 
mature skin when combined with remodeling face machine for a complete anti aging 
program.

•  Smooths wrinkles
•  Hydrates
•  Perfect for skin weakened & dulled by winter months or damaged by the sun

75 MINUTES  $165 
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

SENSITIVE, STRESSED AND REACTIVE SKIN
BIOLOGIQUE RECOVERY TREATMENT   

This is a treatment that helps stabilize particularly sensitive and unbalanced skin,  
A MUST for after laser, resurfacing, radio frequency, ultrasound, Light therapy IPL,  
acid peels. In combination with 2 powerful hydrating & healing masks Biosensible  
& Vernix. This treatment is different from are other face treatments we use lymphatic  
drainage to help remove toxins, inflammation and  accumulation of fluid. This is best 
done 1-2 weeks after the any cosmetic procedures listed above for maximum results 
can be done weekly for 3 weeks. No machines recommended with this treatment  
so not to over stimulate the skin! 
 
•  Reduces skin sensitivity
•  Soothes tightness
•  Soothes and re-balances the epidermis
•  Strengthens ans restructures the epidermis
•  Provides a feeling of comfort 

75 MINUTES $165

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

PLUMPS, ERASES LINES AND LIFTS. 80% HYALURONIC ACID (A DRINK 
OF WATER FOR THE SKIN) & 20% PEPTIDES! 
BIOLOGIQUE SECOND SKIN TREATMENT                           

For damaged skin. A genuine alternative to fillers, this exceptional anti-aging  
treatment will visibly lift and treat signs of aging. It is an intense, regenerating treatment that 
also accelerates the healing process. It’s also the highest concentration of Hyaluronic acid 
without using injectables. Your skin will feel amazing!  

•  Lifts and plumps up the facial features
•  Accelerates cell renewal and optimizes healing 
•  Brightens the complexion
•  Reduces deep wrinkles
•  Repairs & regenerates the epidermis 

For maximum results, 3 treatments a week apart is recommended!  

Not included for $60 add on, in combination with other face treatments 
 
75 MINUTES $295

30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

INCREASES MUSCLE TONE & FIRMNESS IN MATURE SKIN
BIOLOGIQUE MENTONNIERÈS TREATMENT (CHIN STRAP)

This treatment is the crème de la crème for Mature Skin Instant lacking firmness. The 
Mentonnieres Chin strap is our newest accessory to the Remodeling Face Machine  
which enables lifting the skin jowls and restructuring the specic area of the lower cheeks, 
the oval of the face and neck. This luxurious firming treatment also includes the choice 
of CVS Lift or Soin Restructurant Lissant for added lift and hydration. You will receive our 
most powerful firming products: Bioxine Mask, Serum Matricial Visage, and Le Grand 
Finishing Serum. This treatment is fit for royalty! 

For maximum results, 6 treatments 1-2 apart are recommended! 
 
60 MINUTES $260 

30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) $85 
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BIOLOGIQUE REMODELING CHIN STRAP

The chin strap is our newest accessory to the Remodeling Face Machine which enables 
lifting the skin jowls and restructuring the specific area of the lower cheeks, the oval of 
the face and neck. Recommended in a series of 6, 1-2 weeks apart.

60 MINUTES $175      SERIES OF 6 $875    
30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85 

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

 
BIOLOGIQUE MICROPUNCTURE LAB  
MICROPUNCTURE/MICRONEEDLING  

The Micro-Puncture lab method is based on the skin’s capacity to regenerate itself when  
stimulated. Micro- perforations cause minor epidermal inflammation, activating a repair 
phase that rebuilds the “damaged” skin tissue. When micro-perforations occur, a release 
of growth factors stimulate fibroblast activity, which proceeds to produce collagen and 
elastin. Results are completely natural, without an artificial or forced look.  
Not included for $60 add on in combination with other face treatments

LIP CONTOUR, EYE AREA, NASOLABIAL FOLD (expression lines) $195 

HALF FACE, NECK ONLY $245   FULL FACE, NO NECK $345 

FULL FACE WITH NECK, DÉCOLLETÉ (triangle area) $445

30 MINUTES Add-on Remodeling Face (non-surgical face lift) or Chin Strap $85

Combine face treatments for an additional $65 (ask skincare therapist for details)

MACHINES See website for more details or ask skin therapist for full brochure

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BIOLOGIQUE REMODELING FACE®  
NON-SURGICAL FACE TREATMENT 

Remodeling Face® combines the virtues of electric currents and Biologique products to 
infuse new life into the skin by stimulating the epidermal cells. Face, neck and cleavage 
improve in quality and muscle tone, while bags under eyes are reduced. Visible results 
after one treatment, though results are prolonged with additional treatments, a healthy 
lifestyle and the use of recommended products. Recommended in a series of 6, 1-2 
weeks apart.

BIOLOGIQUE HAND
Purchase alone or add to any face treatment.

HYDRATES, PROTECT, REVITALIZES
BIOLOGIQUE REVITALIZING TREATMENT  

Eliminates dead cells and improves the skins elasticity, preventing premature aging. 
Smooths the skin’s surface while hydrating the top layers of the epidermis. Your hands 
will feel soft and protected against the harsh climate!

30 MINUTES  $45

MOISTURIZES, PROTECTS, LIGHTENS 
BIOLOGIQUE REVITALIZING TREATMENT WITH PIGMENT SPOTS 

Brightens, lightens and unifies the skin. Intensely hydrates the top layers of the 
epidermis. Eliminates dead skin cells and impurities leaving your hands soft, protected 
with diminished pigment spots.

30 MINUTES  $45

EXFOLIATES, UNIFIES, MOISTURIZES, REPAIRS AND RENEWS
BIOLOGIQUE SOIN RENOVATEUR MAINS TREATMENT     

 Recommended for Keritinized dry hands with pigment, signs of aging & imperfections. 
Exfoliates and stimulates cellular renewal while re-balancing the skin’s PH. Unifies the 
epidermis and reduces pigment imperfections while moisturizing and softening the 
upper layers of the epidermis.

30 MINUTES  $45
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BIOLOGIQUE BODY

ELIMINATES & REVIVES
BIOLOGIQUE GEL D’ALGUES DETOXIFYING TREATMENT

This treatment features energizing massages and a Gel d’Algues wrap. It tones, 
firms and detoxifies the epidermis. Helps to improve micro-circulation. Stimulates 
the elimination of toxins, excess water and fat. Soothes, relaxes and decongests. 
Recommended in combination with VelaShape III treatments for best results.  
FAIRFIELD ONLY.

60 MINUTES  $145  

EXFOLIATES, TONES & MOISTURIZES
BIOLOGIQUE LIFT CVS CORPS BODY FIRMING & TONING TREATMENT          

This treatment features an exfoliating session followed by a bio-reflex massage using a 
moisturizing and dermo-protecting complex. It tones the epidermis and refines the skin’s 
texture. The techniques used with Lift CVS were developed specifically to treat areas 
where the skin tends to lose its elasticity, like the inner arm or thigh. Recommended in 
combination with VelaShape III treatments for best results. 

120 MINUTES FULL BODY $360

60-75 MINUTES UPPER ARMS $95 STOMACH $95 THIGHS $125 FULL LEG $160

DRAINS, TONES & SLIMS
BIOLOGIQUE PREMIER SLIMMING TREATMENT       

This treatment features a massage with essential oils and botanical complexes that 
drain and eliminate toxins and stimulate and fortify the skin. The effects of the active 
ingredients are then amplified with a heated blanket. Lastly, a modeling massage with 
Creme Aminicissante Oxygenatante MC 110 prolongs the benefits of the treatment. Your 
figure is redefined and visibly slimmer after just three treatments. Recommended  
in combination with VelaShape III treatments for best results. 

60 MINUTES  $145

30 MINUTES Add-On Application Lotion P50 $50

DRAINS, DETOXIFIES & FORTIFIES
BIOLOGIQUE BOOSTER MINCEUR TREATMENT            

This treatment features a massage with essential oils and botanic complexes that drains, 
eliminates toxins, stimulates and fortifies the skin. Lastly, a modeling massage with one 
of Biologique’s specialty creams will prolong the benefits of the treatment. 

Your figure is redefined and visibly slimmer after just three treatments. For maximum 
results, two treatments per week are recommended. 

120 MINUTES FULL BODY $245

60-75 MINUTES UPPER ARMS $95 STOMACH $95 THIGHS $95 FULL LEG $145

Add-On Application (single body part) Gel D’algues Detoxifying Mask $50  

Add-On Application (full body) Gel D’algues Detoxifying Mask $95

EXFOLIATES, IMPROVES MICRO-CIRCULATION & NOURISHES
BIOLOGIQUE SCALP TREATMENT ADD-ON           

During your customized Biologique face treatment enjoy a nourishing scalp treatment,  
your skincare therapist will begin with a 10 minute scalp massage with lotion p50 
capillaire specially formulated for the scalp to regulate the PH and lightly exfoliate the 
scalp, followed by a nourishing mask chosen for your hair instants then wrapped with a 
hot towel. 

15 MINUTES $15

60-75 MINUTES UPPER ARMS $95 STOMACH $95 THIGHS $125 FULL LEG $160
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VALMONT DISCOVERY FACIAL INTRODUCTORY VALMONT FACIAL

This soothing, therapeutic facial will introduce your skin to the luxury of the Valmont 
skincare experience. After a gentle cleansing and exfoliation, experience a unique 
facial massage with our renewing pack to respond to the essential needs of the skin: 
hydration, oxygenation, and repair. Rich in essential elements, the renewing pack gives 
the skin an immediate beautiful glow. A radiant, refreshed complexion is achieved.

60 MINUTES  $145 

VALMONT ANTI-WRINKLE & FIRMNESS RITUAL

PEAKS OF FIRMNESS TREATMENT

VALMONT
Inside every jar is a constant innovator. Heir to traditional Swiss medicine, the company 
draws inspiration from the unspoiled natural resources of Switzerland and the latest 
cellular cosmetic research fi ndings to formulate the absolute best in anti-aging skin care 
products featuring visible and long-lasting effi cacy. Patented triple DNA, liposomed RNA 
and DNA, glacial spring water and pure plant extracts are the key ingredients in their 
products, and they are used for their unparalleled hydration, regeneration and cellular 

reactivation properties.

THE BUTTERFLY MOVEMENT Through unique and exclusive treatment protocols, 
Valmont treatments are easily distinguished from all others notably thanks to the Butterfl y 
Movement. Exclusively developed by the brand and widely used across its emblematic 
treatments, the Butterfl y Movement is a unique and renowned technique which 
reactivates skin micro circulation and promotes lymphatic drainage.

EACH BEAUTY RITUAL FEATURES AN EMBLEMATIC TREATMENT, A THOROUGH 
RITUAL PROTOCOL WHICH CAN BE PERFECTLY ADAPTED TO THE DESIRES AND SKIN 
NEEDS OF EACH CLIENT.

With the passing of days, the bumps and curves in your face will tend to become 
deeper and your facial contours more severely marked. Although wrinkles and the loss 
of fi rmness are unavoidable, their appearance and intensity can be visibly reduced. To 
delay or prevent these most visible signs of aging, Valmont demonstrates all it’s know 
how in the Peaks of fi rmness treatment, a resolutely anti-wrinkle and fi rming treatment.

75 MINUTES  $195  

90 MINUTE INTENSIVE TREATMENT $245

This begins with a relaxing massage and includes a CURE: ICCT - Intensive Chrono Cellular 
Lift Treatment, a lifting massage and a collagen facial mask. Allow your skin to reach the 
heights it deserves! An ideal treatment for a visibly and durably lifted and more dense face.

VALMONT HYDRATION RITUAL

SOURCES OF BISSES TREATMENT 

Acting as a hydration bath, this treatment quenches the thirstiest skins. Filled with water 
the epidermis regains vitality and the dermis is re-plumped, thus smoothing down the 
fi ne lines and dehydration. This absolute must of a treatment will leave your skin feeling 
as fresh as morning dew.

75 MINUTES  $195 

90 MINUTE INTENSIVE TREATMENT $245 

This begins with a relaxing massage and includes a CURE: Moisturizing Booster intensive 
treatment and the high technology of its two hyaluronic acids

VALMONT ENERGY RITUAL        

VITALITY OF THE GLACIERS TREATMENT

The impact of stress, pollution and the high demands of modern life progressively mark 
the skin. One day after another, the complexion becomes dull and lackluster, it loses it’s 
freshness because the cells are deprived of oxygen and nutrients. With the Vitality of 
Glaciers treatment ritual, a booster of cellular renewal, Valmont offers your skin genuine 
rejuvenation, inspired by the amazing force of eternal snows.

75 MINUTES  $195 

90 MINUTE INTENSIVE TREATMENT $250

This begins with a relaxing massage and includes a CURE: Cellular Complex Vitality 
intensive treatment. The product and the gesture act in total synergy, leaving the face 
refreshed, smoothed, detoxed, and oxygenated, as if after a hike on a glacier.

VALMONT RADIANCE RITUAL - 

BRIGHTNESS OF ICE TREATMENT

An original Valmont creation, the Brightness of Ice treatment is dedicated to restoring 
youthful purity & freshness to the complexion. With this exclusive professional treatment, 
Valmont offers the perfect solution for gently awakening a bright & even completion. It 
also improves the texture of the skin while providing comprehensive anti-aging action.
The complexion is even, radiant and glowing. Age spots have faded and the texture of 
the skin is refi ned.

75 MINUTES  $200  

90 MINUTE INTENSIVE TREATMENT $255

This begins with a relaxing massage and includes a CURE: The Intensive C. Radiance 
Treatment, which brings enhanced clarifying action to recover the radiance of a beautifully 
glowing face.
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This treatment leaves the skin clean, purifi ed and balanced. This treatment cleanses 
without stripping , and leaves the epidermis ideally hydrated and incredibly soft. This 
expert treatment includes no fewer than 12 steps ! From pre-cleansing to extraction to 
the fi nal touch.Designed to purify , balance and unify the complexion, this latest Valmont 
treatment is intended for all, and partially woman whose skin displays a fl awed texture, 
an uneven complexion or a predisposition to imperfections

60 MINUTES $150

VALMONT BODY CARE RITUAL

PEAKS OF SLIMNESS TREATMENT

Valmont channels all its cellular cosmetics expertise into Body Time Control, offering 
a high-performance anti-aging program that targets all signs of aging on the body. 
Reduces cellulite, stimulates blood and lymphatic circulation, and activates fi broblast 
metabolism to fi rm skin and give a lifting effect.

60 MINUTES $235

VALMONT ADD ON TREATMENTS

VALMONT COLLAGEN EYE VITALITY TREATMENT ADD ON $45

Added to any face treatment, this is an exceptional treatment for the delicate eye area. 
Caffeine, arnica, and green tea, the collagen eye treatment enhancing agents, fi ght 
puffi ness, dark circles and fi ne lines. Valmonts unique collagen contains 100% pure & 
native medical grade collagen.

VALMONT COLLAGEN FACE REGENERATING MASK TREATMENT ADD ON                        $85

100% pure & native medical grade collagen spectacularly improves skin texture, 
smoothes fi ne lines and wrinkles, restores the skins the skins fi rmness and tone, 
Immediately brings freshness and radiance.

VALMONT DÉCOLLETÉ COLLAGEN MASK TREATMENT ADD ON                                       $120

Decollette collagen mask is designed to correct and prevent chest wrinkles caused by 
sun damage, aging, and sleeping on your side. Made of 100% medical grade collagen 
use on burn victims.

HAIR REPAIR RITUAL STRENGTH OF THE SOLANO ADD ON                 Express 30 minutes $95

The hair repair treatments focus on the hair of woman who wish to display their beauty 
all the way to their hair ends! Hair that has been damaged by aging or aggressive hair 
styling techniques can recover vitality. In the end, you will recover shiny and healthy hair, 
subtly perfumed with amber and woody aromatic touches. The hair treatment can be 
combined with the any Valmont facial ritual. 

VALMONT PURIFICATION RITUAL

PURITY OF THE ALPS 
HYDRAFACIAL
Nothing compares. Only HydraFacial uses patented technology to cleanse, extract, and 
hydrate. HydraFacial super serums are made with nourishing ingredients that create an 

instantly gratifying glow. 3 STEPS. 30 MINUTES. THE BEST SKIN OF YOUR LIFE!

1. CLEANSE + PEEL

Uncover a new layer of skin with gentle exfoliation and elaxing resurfacing.

2. EXTRACT + HYDRATE

Remove debris from pores with painless suction. Nourish with intense moisturizers that 
quench skin.

3. FUSE + PROTECT

Saturate the skin’s surface with antioxidants and peptides to maximize your glow.

Skin health doesn’t need to be complicated. The HydraFacial treatment can be tailored 
to safely & effectively address your unique needs.

HYDRAFACIAL SIGNATURE FACIAL, 30 MINS  $199

Deeply cleanse and peel, extract and hydrate, fuse and protect the skin through our 
super serums fi lled with antioxidants, peptides, and hyaluronic acid. You will get the 
HydraFacial ‘glow’. Available in a series, buy 5 get 6th for free $995

HYDRAFACIAL SIGNATURE PLUS FACIAL, 45 MINS $260

These invigorating treatments include all the essentials of the Signature HydraFacial 
while addressing specifi c skin concerns through specialized boosters and light therapy.
Available in a series, buy 5 get 6th for free $1300

Restorative Radiance Adds CTGF™ to improve the appearance of skin tone, texture, and elasticity.

Age Refi nement Adds DermaBuilder™ to reduce the appearance of fi ne lines and wrinkles

Radiance Adds Britenol® to minimize the appearance of dark spots and sun damage

Clarifying Extended extractions and blue light therapy for extremely congested skin

HYDRAFACIAL SIGNATURE DELUXE PLUS FACIAL, 60 MINS                                      $325

The complete HydraFacial experience. Begin with the detoxifi cation process with 
Lymphatic Drainage, follow with the HydraFacial Signature Plus which includes a 
Specialized Booster to address your specifi c skin concerns and fi nish with the benefi ts 
of LED light therapy. Available in a series, buy 5 get 6th for free $1625
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Expect the very best in Laser Hair Removal, 

Cosmetic Skin Rejuvenation & Esthetics. 

Give us a call, we can’t wait to meet you!

Visit our website 

WWW.AACOFCT.COM

GIVE THE GIFT OF AAC! 
Ask us about our gift certifi cates.

WEST HAVEN

761 Campbell Ave, West Haven, CT 

203-848-1484

MON 9-6pm | TUES 9-8pm 

WED 9-5:30pm | THURS 9-8pm 

FRI 9-4pm | SAT 9-4pm

FAIRFIELD

1100 Kings Highway, Unit 3C, 

Fairfi eld, CT 06825 

203-256-0095

MON 10-5:30pm | TUES 10-8pm 

WED 10-5:30pm | THURS 10-8pm 

FRI 10-4pm | SAT 9-4pm


